
A pretty straight forward day, hugging Myrthe, heavily updating my project while she went off to work and Jason kept sleeping, then mostly working in the room with Jason working on his
laptop and went out briefly to pick up some salad. I kept doing a bit of housewife work nonetheless, hanging the laundry and washing dishes. Because of the weather, we will postpone our trip to
Antwerp and will instead eat at Myrthe's brother, where her father is now babysitting. I miss a bit my studio now that it is turning so spacious but will have allot of time to spend there and for
now I don't feel like rushing around with train and so forth after a year of commuting every other day to see August on the other side of town, hopefully now we can spend some nice together in
the little apartment, me and him and Myrthe when she is over. He liked it really much without Lamin and it was probably a good choice to only share my place with the most intimate people.
Anyhow, today I managed all my project updating and so forth, yet still no readings accomplished although I start to very much regard my twelve meta projects reflecting on my project, the
actual research. I am also avoiding a deep understanding of my practice as this can certainly cause it to stop (or at least according to Nietzsche). A weekend of intimate love ahead now with my
love and I feel most disconcerned about exhibiting my work and all that ambition, yet I still fully work to keep it up, as much as Jason. Whose work will actually leave something substantial?

A Saturday once again with my Myrthe Petronella, staying in bed and sharing our love, eating a nice breakfast together (I really like the way she balances the ingredients, like a little artist). After
a short update of my project (the most minimal update for these sort of dates), we went out buying some small things for the house and also some shampoos and lotions from the ecological shop
(at least an ecological alternative like I missed from the States). After which we went to her native city of Breda where her mother was actually there to await for us. She was really a nice and
charming lady and her house environment very refreshing, almost as if I was in my father's place in Canada (they both smoke and drink). We later took a walk in the city,  a very calm
environment indeed and we met one of Myrthe's old friend in a pub. Meantime the sun came a bit out of the clouds at last and we are now home, Myrthe seating next to me waiting to eat the
salad she has prepared...

We woke up at Myrthe's mother's place, a newly renovated candy shop with a beautiful small garden (a newly renovated bicycle mechanic). I left Myrthe sleep longer and went down to update
my work, progressing quite allot and finally deciding to post my Website all on-line, quite a shift I guess, healing a bit out of the block I felt with Liselott, or generally being isolated in Sweden.
Later, her mother Eli came down and prepared a nice breakfast, also playing piano for us. In a way it feels that the culture I did not get from my former parents-in-laws, I get in a way here. It was
anyway a nice experience being up north, taught me allot and I can now be somewhat of an expert in anything relating constructions and nature. Her brothers and wifes and kids were in fact soon
over and after a nice soup we went to a forest all together. It was the forest next to where they all grew up and I sort of realized that it is somewhat of a country house. The forest there is however
far more vivid then up North or down South in my mountains. The weather was in fact quite nice and the conversation with Eli, Cas, Ivo, Petra and so on, quite pleasant, fluent in its own right.
Now Myrthe is cooking, I can smell the nice food and hear her, my sweet little wife, and myself I am taking a bit care of my portable garden, this spiritual project of mine, who has just
experienced somewhat of a Sabbatical, after years of full experiencing and some deal of hardship (mostly psychological I guess).

I worked really intensively today, like a surgeon on a cadaver he ought to get fixed before closing up again. So it was on my Website now that after years I have finally decided to make available
to the world in its entirety, meaning also the entire Archive reformatted for the Website. I have absolutely no expectation in making it so available, rather anonymously however... As I am still
now compressing more of my videos and Myrthe is still at work, I am cooking a pasta for us and some of her friends (Hanneke and Kuhn) who are coming over from Amsterdam tonight.
Tomorrow it is Antwerp, which I heard to be fantastic, a place where Italians used to go to after the good days of the high Renaissance. More in my practice then, preparing for next week as well,
with an half an hour presentation I should give in England, yet not rising hate and discontent as in the case of all these socially engage "artists" but eventually sharing something more, elevating
the audience to something, I hope, at least by demonstrating my effort, navigating through the Website, which like a DJ now I am mastering...

In Antwerp, made it even over to Belgium for the first time with my project, a bit as a colonizer but of meanings. It is interesting to go from the Reformist and puritan North to the Counter
Reformist and baroque South, to live in the boarder line and always be able to make it to one or the other, at least for me North where work is and South where  and roots are.  I felt
really, while going to visit the churches of this once rich city, how gracious the Roman catholic churches are, filled with space and meaning to be interpreted, how oral in its own way, like the
church I have spontaneously conceived within me in these last years through the hardship of my project, a gentle but constant hardship. We were rather gentle in fact Myrthe and I today. I have
decided only to shoot a one movie of me filming public spaces along with her. I guess our mood really much reflected that of the weather, warm and with a sky covered by a silver layer of
clouds. Now we are in a beautiful small apartment we have rented for the night, she resting in bed while I try to persevere in my discipline without abusing of our time for our intimate love. 

A day in Antwerp, a bit of a gray, Northern France looking like city, with allot of modern replacements, the houses that have being bombed throughout the centuries by the Spanish and the
Germans mostly, rather brutal in a way and I felt this allot mostly because of the weather (still gray) and a layer of misery. I woke up rather early however and went through my work, very
thoroughly to then make love with Myrthe and go out on another excursion which brought us first all the way South and then all the way North of the city. We passed by several shops but both
managed to save our money... I was going to buy a new bag (that's mostly where my money goes, in technical things) and she some light sweaters. We walked along the gray water of the river
(Krakow in this respect was nicer), and reached a nice modern museum, Dutch built with allot of interesting details and interesting exhibits on general topics, which makes it much more
interesting, in my opinion, than an art exhibit (I feel my project is also that general in this respect). The main symbol of the city is the right hand one had to give to a giant in order to pass the
river, a nice match with my right hand project. It is the city where Myrthe's father brought his family, where he projected himself, A Belgian collector of antiques, so quite close to Myrthe's
personal history (it is quite close to Breda). Heading home now, tomorrow I might speak to August, I miss that little boy but feel at easy knowing that he is having fun, perhaps. 

A day in the Utrecht attic working intensively at my project... breaks feel in fact good and I did manage a thourough update and almost ultimated the update of my Website, fully available on-line
(if anyone cares...). I also went out with a bit of sun and managed some tai-chi and some grocery for a healthy salad. In the afternoon I read inspiring McLuhan also seen the figure of the non-
celebrated artist (the traditional Eastern artist) as the analyzer of our present condition and whom could prevent the many blows humans get at every new technical progress. I slept a bit and then
back to my work, also waiting for August to call me via the Internet but somehow Liselott did not manage to take this seriously and I did not hear from him... maybe tomorrow, but it feels good
at least to know that they went to her country friends. I am waiting for Myrthe now to come back from work and go with her to pick up her little nephew Peppino. We will babysit him tonight but
I also managed to take apart her computer (after reading all instructions) and will need to find some memory upgrade to make it faster...

Another super full day working on the publication of my Website, meaning my entire project. At the moment I am almost done, having sat the entire day in the Utrecht attic doing basically
hardcore surgery on my big body of data and all its parts. Myrthe also helped me out in testing, catching some minor mistakes and also finding August on-line. He did not really talk to me too
much as we did yesterday night while babysitting sweet Peppino (somehow he unconsciously reminded me of August and I started singing him Italian military songs as I did for the former... my
brain is really an associative machine). We just exchanged icons the two of us and he kept a bit silent... Soon it will be the summer school in England (and this is really the deadline that got me
busy working... the Southern spirit being most productive only in times of war as Leopardi wrote in his Zibbaldone). The last few days now will be with Myrthe... overall a really productive time
here, not so much working physically on my apartment, as I would have done back in Sweden, but on my Virtual garden, now that I have no real garden any longer, although really the world and
reality is my garden...

The summer, a first summer day, very nice, renting a bike, a solid bike with my Myrthe and proceeding along the canal I have walked a week ago. It was really pleasant, the air, the sun, Myrthe,
biking after all since I have not being doing so for years, at least not consistently as I used  to. I had reminiscences of the Dutch landscape I used to explore with my cheap yellow bike when I was
a student here and then later with Deborah, during our very short love story, drafting behind her in long road and not really liking it. With Myrtina everything is more casual, we bike, we hear a
stork over a church without belfry, we move on to a castle, stop at a little bar (she got a urinary infection and had to stop to pee several times), we go by a lake surrounded by nudists (previously
we passed a street with prostitutes on floating boats), we swim and eat a small picnic with blueberries, olives, smoked Belgian almonds and cheese, we tan and move on...  So went our easy
Saturday,  I  felt  a  bit  weak though,  towards  the end, maybe  all  this  updating of the last  days,  this  making my work all  “public”  was really  exhausting.  Anyhow,  now all  the technical
inconveniences have been fixed (my brain has been rather taken in going around certain issues, mostly how not to use third parties commercial hosts as one seems to be forced to do nowadays). I
am in the Utrecht attic alone now, Myrthe visiting a friend who is moving to Singapore. It is very central to this very charming city, in the cross that the churches in the center of town create. As I
start to appreciate my staying, I am due to leave tomorrow, to England...

In England now, in a little monk cell in Warwick University campus, revising the speech I am to deliver tomorrow, in my very informal and possibly quite irritating way since I do not mention
any names and so forth, rather keeping it light and very unstructured (quite a nice comparison however with my very structured interface which I will present). I miss Utrecht, the Netherlands
and Myrthe. It was a completely beautiful day when I left, and Myrthe took me all the way to the airport being most lovely and charming and repeating constantly the word “love”. Devotion is
really nice, I am really a fan of it and particularly of her. At the airport, after many tedious security checks (to England they double), I met my supervisor Charlotte and we were together
throughout the all trip. She is quite nice in fact and we had a good time getting lost on the way here. I will spend sometime updating my Website now, hopefully it can be done by tomorrow's
presentation. Hopefully I will be able to go out and explore the city, I long to make some filming here but ought to go out with the supervisor tonight and with the conference crew tomorrow...
oh, well, time for socializing and portrait picture taking I guess. 

I woke up a bit restless today, mostly because I felt the sunny summer day and an urge to go out and explore this amazing English landscape, at least after the premises of yesternight, with my
supervisor Charlotte going out to a small village for dinner and finding an abbey (unfortunately destroyed by the reformists) and a castle in a magnificent nature. The fact that these Englishmen
had sand stones available made a big deal to their history (although yet the reform seems a brutal turn).Well, I went out for some Tai Chi after the usual project update and did not really feel well
in the first section of the conference, I felt rather down but slowly gained strength and made a pretty nice presentation, showing mostly my project and then switching soon to questions. I came to
realize that I prefer more this dialectic aspect in which I discuss things by getting questions rather then reading throughout my theories. I probably will do that in the future, present my work and
then open up for questions, it is fair I guess (I wonder though if this should be part of my meta project and not the interview I conduct to practitioners...). There were some nice people to meet in
this intimate gathering of intellectuals and Intellectual/practitioners (at last!). Some lived people like a man from Idaho who was quite cheering me after my presentation and who had a quite
fascinating background working as an archaeologists with native Americans, being an adventurous type... a bit as the mountain folk like me. I am in my cell once again now but will soon go out
again for the dinner reception, meeting more people, hearing their stories and focusing my time here to listen to them. 

I woke up very, very early, at least for England being an hour behind. I went through my project and later did it, went out, walked miles and miles through the sleepy neighbours outside the
protected environment of the campus, exposing myself to the reality of the context, a rather poor and wounded reality, quite miserable in fact. I filmed myself walking and getting quite charged
with the gazing of the rising sun. There was certainly a peak in a large, shaved to the ground large park, the gate to the city. I felt really well and walked myself through the much German
bombed environment reaching another, unexpected climax: the cathedral I was aiming to reach, as somewhat of the mountain I wanted to climb, was completely roofless yet with enough walls to
create a fantastic space. After the escape I made it back to the conference with nothing in my stomach... I was somewhat pist with all these curator talks, their vanity, the institution thy represent
and their political obsession. I came to think really why we should give a heck about three Arabs dying with drone technology (which I really admire in that it avoids unnecessary bloodsheds)
while right behind the campus there are hundreds of young men and women who dies because these curators don't take them in consideration. Anyhow, some food made me gentler again and I
hook up with Chiara, a little and kind scholar from Rome with whom we ate and ice cream and talked about life (she really encouraged me saying that I belonged to a higher intellectual level, at
least after the presentation yesterday). In the afternoon, Adam, the American man I so much admired for his life, presented his research on the Anonymous, a group of revolutionaries, much
contradictory in their philosophy and quite fascistic in their identity and scope. A young English scholar jumped on his neck and really demolished him for not being politically correct... what the
heck! Now the sun is still shining and I might want to do an interview with one of the crazy few practicioners in these group of people...

Today the weather turned properly English, Northern European. The amazingly blue sky is gone and everything seems more dull and the academic work can continue without any doubts such as:
"Why are we in this cold and dark seminar room when nature is so inviting? Why are we making up all these artificial castles when there is a natural castle outside all to be contemplated and
simply exalted?". So far, so good. Jaron, a nice Spanish fellow did his serious talk today, balancing quite nicely the theory and the practice (techno Brazilian music). Meantime I have also been
working a bit on my Website, trying to improve it without success after I talked over at breakfast with a nice London scholar. At first I was really reluctant thinking she presented herself as a
curator but at last I figured she was also an artist and very easy to talk to. I am really not into selling my work and really hate the fact that curators bring themselves above the crowd of poor
people wishing to pursue their artistic willing. Talking of which, I have got an interview with Mark Johnson, somewhat of a genius, developing his all virtual game, him world in which he
develops his rules, his plants, really like a God creator, almost making me think that artistic willing has really a possibility to be manifested in the realm of the digital, as my little son August is
doing, probably perceiving the closeness of the physical world (which the non-playful adults have quickly saturated). Hopefully the virtual will not quickly saturate as well... In the afternoon I
took a small workshop with a black and rather cool guy who showed us glitches, digital image manipulation (I am not into it but it was okay). Later I went with Olga, the charming Russian
organizer and little Chiara and another British scholar (quite angry when it comes to politics) to swim in the pool. It has been years I have done so due to my back... all my previous discipline
now most shifted entirely to my project... now here, an hour to update and take care of my "world" my digital planet before yet another dinner (I am getting quite tired of this food though).

I am seating on the sidewalk waiting for the bus to bring me back... the sun is glorious, life is glorious! After a very plain morning of presentations understanding very little from the more
professional academics, including Charlotte, my second supervisor, I took off, out in the gorgeous English countryside to at least understand myself, make sense of my existence. I soon found a
path, walked, recorded my thoughts, filmed myself consistently till at last I have reached through an amazing forest, a town... it was Kelingthon again, the very charming town with much of the
abbey and the castle I have revisited after laying without tshirt (I found a green tshirt yesterday on the sidewalk) and eating berries. How wonderful can life be and how dreadful groups of
humans can turn it into! I ought to keep independent!! I just talked to Dean, a young local with his father from Rome, a bit like August to whom I talked briefly today but he did not have much to
tell me. Well, I have something to tell him now, or to show me like the film I made of me exploring the castle, something for my little art historian girlfriend too!

Love! I am seating on the bed Myrthe on my said whispering she wants to marry me and me back from a memorable week in sun kissed England. Today I woke up with a tiffed back but
nonetheless took the bus to Coventry and then the train to Birmingham. I expected a shit hole but I have to admit that I really liked the city with many a view and very nice architectural
interventions well mixed with what remains of the old town (I guess there was bombing there as well). I flew then to Amsterdam and Myrthe was there, punctual and impeccable. We stopped in
the city, took a ferry behind the train station where I used to hang out with Deborah twelve years ago. There was an infusion of constant love... we kept kissing, hugging, at a small Thai
restaurant too... one of the best and cheapest... now time for some raspberry sorbet.

In the Utrecht attic having spent the day with Cas, Petra, littlePeppino and Eli, Myrthe and Cas'mother. We biked out in the country, it was nice. We reached another mansion where Napoleon's
brother, governor for a time of the Netherlands, was staying. The forest is rather wild, it does feel in fact that we are somewhat under the sea level. It is not the English landscape with the shaved
grass and some panorama. We sat on a more harsh pasture but had fun even doing tai chi and gymnastics all together, Petra in the end being the only one to endure. My back still hurts, still stiff
like a pork fillet (as Chinese doctor in Sweden once told me), maybe it was the swimming few days ago but certainly all the seating. Anyhow, we then hit back to town, biking all together and
had a fresh drink (I always try to go for ice cream). Later we departed as Peppino was tired and Myrthe and I checked the very nice art museum in town. Not so much art at museums but history
really fascinates me and there was quite allot. I felt a bit down in the afternoon but then Myrtina went to sleep and I had time for my project, which at last (just now) brought me a good dose of
energy! Few more days and I will be with August and then with Myrthe and  all united in Italy, then I will not have anything that I can possibly miss, my son, my girl, my relatives
(well, I do miss in Canada nowadays), my country... maybe next vacation just my time in my native Asiago!

I woke up early in the morning, Myrthe sleeping and the six AM bell ringing. I was still down and got thoroughly through my project but then crawled under the blankets again and slept by my
angel till midday. We woke up together and made beautiful love, ending in a very nice romance. The music helped allot to cheer the atmosphere and so the weather. I really got this revelation
today, music seems indeed the universal and final outcome of my project. This is probably what Schopenhauer had said but in fact, after listening to both Italian and Dutch songs (one in
particular from an Italian born Dutch singer), our spirit where most delighted. I like this ingenuity. This is really what I hate of all these academia, this knowledge that slowly brings inevitably
humans out of their garden of Eden. My point is clear, bring people back to it, or at least this is what I have done with many a friends but particularly August and now much with Myrthe who is
coming to be my life companion. It was indeed very magical, the two of us biking out of the city, soon in a beautiful old forest, singing and being much in love, filling our heart with such
indelible spirit. What a magic reach in the pancake village and having these Dutch substitutes for pizzas and then bike back and discovers an open field with bunnies and frogs... love is great and
music can really sweeten up the ears of these politically oriented "cultural representatives". I want to react and go totally the other way, politic free, promote childness and love and beauty,
authentic beauty I mean, poetry I guess, simple and basic pleasure of our day to day life. Listening to the Italian Battisti today, to the words of his songs, feeling how persecuted by political




